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Dynamical Systems Associated with Eguchi-Hanson Metric

Noriaki KATAYAMA*

                                           ABSTRACT

    The Eguchi-Hanson metric is well known as a self-dual and Einstein four-dimensional metric. In

this short article, dynamical systems in the Eguchi-Hanson space are considered. The central potential

systems in the Eguchi-Hanson space can be reduced with V(1) symmetry. The reduced dynamical system

is of three-degreeS-ot'-freedom. Then, Bertrand's method is applied to determine the central potential

in order that all boundcd orbits for tho reduced systom aro closed. Finally, Kcplcr'typc and harmonic-

oscillator-type syst,ems are found.

Key Words: Eguehi-Hanson metric, symn;etry., reduction, Kepler'type system, harmonic-oscillator-type

system, closed orbit.

1. Introduction

  The Eguchi-Hanson metric as well as the
Taub-NUT metric is known as a self-dual and
Einstein fourhdimensional metric [1]. In a series

of papers [2-5], the Taub-NTUT metric has been

generalized from the view point of dynamical
syrnmetry. In these researches, the geodesic flow

system in the generalized Taub-NUT space is
reduced with U(1) symrnetry. The reduced dynamical

system is ot' three-degrees-of-freedom and
discussed on the closeness of bounded orbits.

  On the other hand, the geodesic flow system in

thc Eguchi-Hanson space was studied in [6].

For classica] and quantum motion in the
Eguchi-Hanson space, the equations for the
problems are separable in both cases, but•
analytic solutions are difficult to obtain.
  In this short. article, we consider the central

potential dynamical systems in Eguchi+Hanson
space. The aim of this paper is to find some
dynamical systems with symTnetry associated with

Eguchi-Hanson metric. As well as Taub-NUT space,

the dynamical system is easily seen to be reduced

to a lower dimensional system with U(1) symmetry.

For the reduced system, we are able to apply
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Bertrand's method to determine the central
pot,ent,ial for all bounded orbit,s t,o be closed. As

a result, we have found two dynamical systems. Cine

is Kepler-t.ype system and the other is harmonic-

oscillator-type system. The Kepler problem and

the harmonic oscillator are well known to be
celebrated examples to admit dynamical symmetry

in classical and quantum mechanics. For this
reason, many researches for these systems have
been made. However, for the two systems found in

this paper, totai energy can not take any value.

Therefore, we may say that these systems admit
"local degeneracy".

  The contents of this short articlc aro
summarized as follows. Tn .Sec. 2, the central

potential systems in Eguchi-Hanson space are
defined and the reduction procedure can be
applied to our systems. In Sec.3, by applying
Bertrand's method, the central potential function

is determined so that the bounded motion may be

periodic and local degeneracy is proved for the

Kepler-type and harmonic-oscillator-type system.

Concluding remarks and further discussions are
given in Sec. 4.

2. Central potentiat systetns in Eguchi-Hanson
space and reduced dynatnical system

 In this scction, we define the central potential
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systems in Eguchi-Hanson space. And the dynamical

system is shown to be reduced to one with U(1)

symmetry.

  Ut ing Cartesian coordinates xi(i = l,2,3,4), we

introduce curvilinear coordinates (r,e,q,w),

which are related with Cartesian coordinates

x' (i=1,2,3,4) as follows:

    xi = jcos (g) cos (V ; ip )

    x2 = vJ7cos (g) sin (v ;q) (2. 1)

    x3 . VJ sin (g) cos (Y iÅë) '

    x4 . v; sin (g) sin (v iq)

 Then, the line element with these curvilinear
coordinates in Eguchi-Hanson fpace is defined by

d.e. r df+L(do2+sin26biof)
        2-a4)                   4      qr

       r2 -- a4 . (2. 2)
     + (dv+cosdiq)`,
        4r
where a is a constant•. From the view point of
differential geometry, Eguchi-Hanson metric is
known to be a self-dual, Einstein and Ricci-flat

metric. The line element (2. 2) with
xi (i=1,2,3,4) takes the following form:

          444a(s2 = r(r2a - a4) (l.l?.i xidui )2 + 1.i (dui )2

                                       (2. 3)
    - Sl (x'cix2 - x2du' + x3aix` - x`du3)2 .

      r
 Then, we can get the following Hamiltonian (2. 4)

from Eq. (2. 3) for the central potential system

in Eguchi-Hanson space with central potent.ial

function V(r).

H=
g]l,ll)., (y,)2- 2",`, (]l.l., xiyi)2 (2. 4)

     a4+ 2r(r2 .a4)(X'Y2 - X2•Vi + X3y4 - x`y,}2  +V(r),

where .y', denotes the generalized moment•um
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conJugate to .xi. The classical dynamical system

governed by the Hamiltonian (2. 4) is easily seen

to admitU(1) symmetry. In R4 -{O} we can define

U(1) cr SO(2) action as follows:

 (xl + ix2,x3 + ix4 )

                                       (2. 5)
         -> expCul 2)(xi + ix2,x3 + ix4),

where u is a parameter and i ---- V:i. This action

can be lifted naturally on cotangent bundle

7' (Ri --{O]) to get a symplectic action.

 Therefore, we can apply a reduction procedure to

our Hamiltonian dynamical system (T'(R4 -{O}),

dyAdu,H). As for the reduction of dynarnical

systems with symmetry, one can refer the papers

[2-5] in detail. As a result, we have a reduced

Hamiltonian dynamical system on T' (R3--{O}),

whose symplectic form q and Hamiltonian Hpt are

given by Eqs. (2.6) and (2.7), respectively.

(OA = ll.1i dlPk A d9k ' 211, 2 gijkgidgiA dqk (2. 6)

 H.=2r#., pk+ r; r-Lti4 (2. 7)

      - 2ra,` (#.,gkp,)2 + V(r),

where q = (gi,g2,q3) and p= (pi,p,,,p,) are three-

dimensional vectors, namely (q,p) E7"(RP-{O})

=. (R3 -- {O})Å~R3 and constant vU isa value of

momentum map Åë defined by

   (P(x.y)=i(xiy,-x2y,+x3y,-x4y,) . (2.s)

Thus, we have gotten the reduced dynamical system

(T'(R3-{O}),(D,,H.) which is of three-degrees-
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of-freedom. Before ending this section, it is to

be noted thaL three dimensional vector

q=(gi,q2,q3) and the curvilinear coordinates

(r,e,gp,get) are satisfied with the following

equalities:

    qi = rsin( e)cos( Åë),

    q2 =rsin( e) sin( q), (2• 9)
    q3 = rcos( e)•

In other words, curvilinear coordinates

(r,e,go) become spherical coordinates in the

reduced configuration space.

3. Application of Bertrand's method and two
dynarnicaf systerns

 In this section, we apply Bertrand's method to

the reduced system derived in the last section.

One can deter!nine the potential function V(r)

so that all bounded orbit may be closed.

 In classical mechanics, it is well known that the

Kepler motion and the harmonic osci1lator are the

only central potential syst•ems for all the
bounded rnotions to be closed. This fact was proved

by Bertrand [7. 8]. The method which he used in the

proof is called Bertrand's method.

 For the reduced system, the equations of rnotion

take the following form for the sake of
modified symplectlc forrn (2, 6):

deJ di"
 dt `2in,

daP
,'--

ZHf+fg,-;., E,,q'ddq,k o-i,2,3)

                                     (3. 1)
 After a long calculat,ion, one can easily show

that

J=qxp+!q (3. 2)
          r

is conserved. Tn Eq. (3.2), qxp stands for

vector product of g and p. Conserved vector

,f is cailed angular momentum vector. From Eq.
(3. 2), we have

 (J.!) == pt , (3. 3)
     r

where center dot e denotes inner product of two
vectors. Without loss of generality, one can take

.Jraxis in the direction of g3axis. Therefore,

Eq. (3.3) yields

         p cos(e) =- . (3. 4)         J

Thus, one can say that orbit lies on the cone whose

axis is vector ,J. This fact corresponds to the

planar motion for the usuai central potential
system. As the angular coordinate e is
conserved, the orbit is seen to be described

with the rest two coordinates (r,gz)).

  As a second step in this sect.ion, we will try

to show the equations of orbit. From Eqs.
(3. 2) and (3. 4), t,he abso!ute value of angtilar

momentum vector J becomes

        r dq   J==- . (3. 5)       4dt

In addition to the angular momentum vector,
total energy E is also conserved. After a long
and tedious calculation, total energy (2.7)

becomes

E" &r21a4)(Z7r)2 +;(12 -rf)+ ,?r-Zta2, + v(r) .

                                     (3. 6)
Thus, we have gotten the equation of the orbit
from Eqs. (3.5) and (3.6) as follows:

q=f(tla/::v, .
    i r<R-a`)2aT-v(r)4/f'q,7..,q4,-rf) (3' 7)

  Here, we can apply the Bertrand's method to find

dynamical systems with periodic orbits [3, 4, 5, 7,

8]. For bounded orbits with ri SrSr2, at the
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points r=ri and r=r2, we have diZd(t=O. So

the increment of the angle gp is defined by

    Aq = f,?(daq, )dr• (3. s)

In short,

AÅë=mz, (m;a rational number) (3. 9)

is equivalent to the statement that the bounded

motion is closed. By Bertrand's method, it is a

necessary and sufficient condition for all the

bounded orbits to be closed that the denominator

in Eq. (3. 7) takes the following forms with

constants co and ci:

  r(r2 -a4 )2(E -- V(r))-q2r2 +a` qq2 -iet2 ) (3. io)

           .lq2r2 +co +cir,

or
 r(r2-a`)2(E"'V(r))mq2r2+a`qaj2-,ct2) (3.11)

          =H.42r2 +co +cir-2.

From Eqs. (3. IO) and (3.11) with constraint

E=O, the potential function V(r) is given by

     V(r) - ,#,+-eh',), (3. i2)

or
          4o +4ir-2
   V(r) =                                      (3. 13)
          r(r2 -- a4)'

respectively, where go and 4i are constants.

 For Eq. (3. 12), we get from Eq. (3.8)

   A{p=n. (3. 14)
So, we call the potential (3.12) Kepler-type

potential in the reduced system (T'(R3-{e}),

tD.,H.) with constraint E=O.

  On the other hand, in case of Eq. (3. 13), we have

Katayama

          z     AÅë=--. (3. 15)           2

  Therefore, one may call the potential (3.13)

  harmonic-osci.11ator-type potential in the

  reduced system (T'(R3 -- {O}), tDpt,H.) with

  constraint E= O.
    It is to be noted that for the usual Kepler
  problem and harmonic oscillator total energy
  can take any negative value or any positive
  value, respectively, for bounded motions. The

  Kepler'type system and harmonic-oscillator-
  type system found in this paper are said to
  acimit local degeneracy because of the
  constraint E = O .

   4.Conc{uding remarks

    We have found two dynamical systems associated

  with Eguchi'Hanson metric. Although these
  systems do not admit "full" dynamical sy;nmetry,

  the bounded orbits of these systems are elosed
  only for a particular value of total energy. Cine

  can say that these systems admit- "local
  degeneracy". Further investigation for local
  degeneracy will be made in a forthcoming paper.

  And some attentions concerning singular sphere

   r=a2 will be also given in the future

  mvestlgatlon.
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